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THE CONSTITUTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF DISCOVERY IN CRIMINAL CASES

In the historic development of the criminal law in this country
formal discovery procedures have been neither favored nor widely
available.' The past Texas record is better than that of most states in
making some formal discovery procedures available to defendants in
criminal cases,2 but the procedures though available have been little
used.' On the other hand, in Texas as in most other states, formal
discovery procedures have rarely been made available to the state.4

The scene is changing. A new breed of lawyer, one who is aware
of the efficacy of discovery procedures in civil cases, is making his
appearance in criminal cases. His desire and determination to make use
of discovery procedures in adequately representing the accused are
being aided mightily by recent decisions of the Supreme Court of the
United States. Discovery has taken on constitutional dimensions. Not
the first, but probably the most significant recent case in this area is
Brady v. Wt aryland.5 In this case the prosecutor, through error or
otherwise, failed to produce upon demand one of the several
confessions of a codefendant, the confession in which the codefendant
admitted that he was the actual killer. The Supreme Court upheld the
reversal by the Maryland Supreme Court, stating: "[S]uppression by
the prosecution of evidence favorable to an accused upon request
violates due process where the evidence is material either to guilt or to

* Professor of Law, The University of Utah.

1. See People ex rel. Lemon v. Supreme Court, 245 N.Y. 24, 156 N.E. 84 (1927), in which
Justice Cardozo outlines the history of discovery in criminal cases. But see Murphy, Criminal
Discovery: What Progress Since U.S. v. Aaron Burr?, 2 CRIM. L. BULL., June 1966, at 3.

2. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. arts. 764-80 (1856).
3. In 1965, the clerk of the Criminal District Court in Travis County told me that in his

20 years as a clerk he had never issued a commission to take a deposition in a criminal case,
and he could recall only one case in which a deposition had been taken by agreement.

4. 5 WIGMORE, A TREATISE ON EVIDENCE § 1398 (3d ed. 1940); but the states have begun
to allow despositions by the prosecution, with 20 or more states now allowing the state the use
of this procedure, at least in some cases. However, this does not mean that the state has no
practical, effective discovery procedures. See Goldstein, The State and the Accused: Balance of
Advantage in Criminal Procedure, 69 YALE L.J. 1149 (1960).

. 5. 373 U.S. 83 (1963).
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punishment, irrespective of the good faith or bad faith of the
prosecution. '" Here we see the beginnings of the constitutional
doctrine-the prosecution's failure, upon demand prior to trial, to
produce evidence favorable to the accused is so unfair that it fails to
meet the minimum requirements of due process of law.

Intermediate federal appellate courts led the way in taking the next
step. In at least some circumstances in which the existence of evidence
favorable to the accused is known to the prosecution, or to the police,
due process requires that the evidence be disclosed to the accused
without a demand. A failure to reveal requires a reversal of the
conviction.7 In Giles v. Maryland' the Supreme Court, by a bare
majority, agreed with this proposition.

Judge Onion, speaking for the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals,
recognized the trend of the above cases and summarized as follows:

The development of the case law on this subject teaches that the
good or bad faith of the prosecutor or the lack of diligence by the
defense counsel or the lack of request for such information
(particularly where defense counsel has no reason to suspect the
existence of such evidence) are not the controlling factors they may
have once been.

In Barbee v. Warden, 4 Cir., 331 F.2d 842, it was said: "in
gauging the nondisclosure in terms of due process, the focus must be
on the essential fairness of the procedure and not on the astuteness
of either counsel." 9

Applying the above test, the court found that the prosecutor had acted
unfairly by his failure to reveal to the defendant that a chemical test
made during trial disclosed that the pubic hairs examined did not
belong to either the deceased or the defendant. However, under the
circumstances of this case the court found that such unfairness did not
materially affect the determination of either guilt or punishment. While
the facts of this case may support the refusal to reverse, the warning

6. Id. at 87. See also Giles v. Maryland, 386 U.S. 66 (1967), and Miller v. Pate, 386 U.S.
1(1967).

7. Barbee v. Warden, Md. Penitentiary, 331 F.2d 842 (4th Cir. 1964); United States v.
Wilkins, 326 F.2d 135 (2d Cir. 1964); Ashley v. Texas, 319 F.2d 80 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 375
U.S. 931 (1963). For a discussion of a series of cases from various jurisdictions that are consistent
with this proposition, see 4 DEFENDER NEWSLETTER 4 (1967). See Comment, Evidence
Suppression by the Prosecution and Police in Criminal Trials, 17 BAYLOR L. REv. 400 (1965);
Note, 17 BAYLOR L. REV. 451 (1965).

8. 386 U.S. 66 (1967). For a reversal of conviction for a deliberate misrepresentation of
the facts by the prosecutor, see Miller v. Pate, 386 U.S. 1 (1967).

9. Means v. State, 429 S.W.2d 490,494 (Tex. Crim. App. 1968).
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to prosecutors is clear-the defendant has a constitutional right to have
the state make available to him all information known to the state
which will materially aid the defendant in his defense.

On the basis of this trend toward much broader discovery, a rather
safe prediction is that the fairness requirement of due process will be
held to require the states to make available to the accused reasonable
procedures for discovery. Dicta in two recent Supreme Court cases lend
added support. In Dennis v. United States,0 a case holding that the
accused was entitled to discover certain grand jury testimony, the
Supreme Court stated:

These developments are entirely consonant with the growing
realization that disclosure, rather than suppression, of relevant
materials ordinarily'iromotes the proper administration of criminal
justice .... It is also reflected in the expanding body of materials,
judicial and otherwise, favoring disclosure in criminal cases analogous
to the civil practice."

In a footnote to the above statement the Court cited several cases and
articles, including an article by Mr. Justice Brennan in which he stated
that to deny pretrial disclosure of a defendant's statements is to
"shackle counsel so that he cannot effectively seek out the truth and
afford the accused the representation which is not his privilege but his
absolute right."'2

Dennis was followed by the opinion in Clewis v. Texas,3 where,
in a footnote, the Court said, "This Court has suggested that in some
circumstances it may be a denial of due process for a defendant to be
refused any discovery of his statements to the police. Cicenia v. Lagay,
357 U.S. 504 . . . Leland v. Oregon, 343 U.S. 790 . . . . In light of
our disposition of this case, however, we need not reach this
question."' 4

10. 384 U.S. 855.(1966).
II. Id.at870-71.
12. Brennan, The Criminal Prosecution: Sporting Event or Quest for Truth?, 1963 WASH.

U.L.Q. 279, 287.
13. 386 U.S. 707 (1967).
14. Id. at 712 n.8. However, not all courts agree with this prediction as to the trend. In

Kardy v. Shook, 237 Md. 524, 207 A.2d 83 (1965), the Maryland Court of Appeals held that
the accused had no constitutional right to take depositions of the state's witnesses. But see People
v. Quarles, 44 Misc. 2d 955, 255 N.Y.S.2d 599 (Sup. Ct. 1964). While not squarely in point
because the issue arose in a habeas corpus proceeding-a proceeding that falls somewhere between
a civil action and a criminal action-the Supreme Court held that the federal district court had
the duty to "fashion appropriate modes of procedure" to afford discovery to petitioner in his
effort to obtain evidence to present at the habeas corpus hearing. Harris v. Nelson, 89 S. Ct.
1082, 1090 (1969).
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Discovery, in terms of the kinds of things discoverable, will almost
surely be held to encompass items both favorable and unfavorable to
the accused. 5 Any lawyer knows that he cannot realistically evaluate
his client's case, or fully represent him in trial, if he does not know
the full scope of the facts and the available evidence. Due process does
not reach a very high plane if it does not afford discovery of this kind
of matter. Neither does it reach a very high plane if it does not require
that the state, through legislation or court-established procedures,
make formal procedures for such discovery available to the accused.
These requirements are likely to become due process minimums. 6 The
new Texas discovery procedures take a giant step toward meeting these
due process requirements.

The due process requirement does not complete the scope of
constitutional minimums as applied to discovery in criminal cases. The
other aspect, arising in the indigent accused cases, is that of equal
protection with regard to discovery. Excellent discovery procedures and
statutes granting broad discovery rights are meaningless to the accused,
and to his lawyer, if the procedures cost money and there is no money
available for this purpose. Griffin v. Illinois7 set the pattern by
requiring the state to make available to the defendant the means for
making a meaningful appeal-a transcript at state expense if the
accused cannot afford one. Little imagaination is needed to see that the
same principle is applicable at the pretrial discovery level. In fact, the
Supreme Court has recently applied it to a transcript of a preliminary
hearing" and to the transcript in an appeal from a 90-day jail sentence
in a misdemeanor case. 9 Here again the new Texas statutes have
commendably anticipated the constitutional requirements. Article
26.05 of the code of criminal procedure provides that up to $250 be

15. Note, The Prosecutor's Constitutional Duty to Reveal Evidence to the Defendant, 74
YALE L.J. 136, 147 (1964).

16. The following language by the court of criminal appeals is pertinent: "New concepts
of the meaning of due process announced by the Supreme Court of the United States are binding
on State as well as Federal Judges, and their duties and responsibilities in the administration of
federal constitutional law are co-equal." Exparte Young, 418 S.W.2d 824, 826 (Tex. Crim. App.
1967).

17. 351 U.S. 12 (1956).
18. Roberts v. LaVallee, 389 U.S. 40 (1967). In the course of this opinion the Court stated:

"Our decisions for more than a decade now have made clear that differences in access to the
instruments needed to vindicate legal rights, when based upon the financial situation of the
defendant, are repugnant to the Constitution." Id. at 42. See also People v. Watson, 36 111. 2d
228, 221 N.E.2d 645 (1966): the state must furnish the indigent accused an expert questioned
documents examiner, or the means for obtaining one, for pretrial tests and consultation; Note,
19 S.C.L. REv. 466 (1967).

19. Williams v. Oklahoma City, 395 U.S. 458 (1969).
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made available to counsel for each indigent person accused of a felony
or misdemeanor punishebi, by imprisonment, for "expenses incurred
for purposes of investigation and expert testimony." 20 In light of the
fact that there is no Uher provision for payment of counsel while
engaged in pretrial discovery work, presumably this section
encompasses such work as an "investigation" expense. If not, the
statute is deficient in this respect. The Attorney General of Texas has
given substance to the view that the cost of formal discovery procedures
falls within this provision by holding that an official court reporter
may be entitled to compensation under this provision for taking and
transcribing depositions and examining trial proceedings under article
16.01 of the code of criminal procedure. 2' Although the maximum
amount may not be sufficient for discovery and the payment of experts
in a given case,22 the principle established by this statute recognizes the
constitutional requirement. However, a recent court of criminal appeals
opinion, Eggleston v. State,23 raises a serious constitutional equal
protection issue by recognizing that the trial judge has discretion to
refuse to issue an order authorizing payment for needed services to be
rendered by an investigator. The court's reasoning was based on the
statutory language "For expenses incurred," which was construed to
mean an authorization of payment for services renderci1. How does
counsel for the indigent defendant obtain the services in the first
instance if the court will not enter an order authorizing payment for
specified services to be rendered? Many persons will undoubtedly refuse
to render such services if the court refuses advance authorization for
payment upon completion of the rendition of the services. This
certainly does not put the indigent defendant on an equal plane with
the nonindigent defendant. The language "For expenses incurred"
could be construed, in light of the equal protection imperative, to mean
investigative and expert witness expenses which have been contracted
for by counsel and authorized by the trial judge prior to the rendition
of the services, rather than construed in such a way as to force counsel
to try to contract for such services on his own, receive the benefit of
the services, and then attempt to obtain court authorization for

20.. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 26.05, § I(d) (Supp. 1969-1970).

21. TEx. AT'r'v GN. OP. No. M-248 (1968).
22. In People v. Randolph, 35 III. 2d 24, 219 N.E.2d 337 (1966), the court held that the

state was required to pay the five court-appointed counsel for four indigents in a capital case the
reasonable value of fees and costs expended although the statute provided for a maximum $250
attorney's fee and $250 expert witness fees. The approved fees and costs amounted to $31,000.

23. 422 S.W.2d 460 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967).
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payment. The latter construction, which appears to be that adopted in
Eggleston, puts the provision in constitutional jeopardy.

THE PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE

Lawyers and the trial judge will face time and again the issues
whether the Texas discovery statutes by their terms afford due process,
and whether as they are applied in specific situations the due process
requirement is met. Is it possible for the "fairness" standards of due
process to be stated in a more concrete fashion? The penal code offers
guidance: "Every person accused of an offense shall be presumed to
be innocent until his guilt is established by legal evidence beyond a
reasonable doubt.9 24

Although this presumption has been most often referred to with
regard to the sufficiency of evidence or the burden of proof at trial,
there is no reason that it should not also apply in determining the
fairness of pretrial discovery procedures. 5 What is fair in terms of
discovery procedures for a presumably innocent man may be quite
different from what is fair under some other standard. If the "innocent
man" test is conscientiously applied by the trial judge, then surely his
decision will meet the due process requirements under both the United
States and the Texas Constitutions.

FORMAL DISCOVERY PROCEDURES

The new code of criminal procedure provides the accused with
three different kinds of formal discovery procedures, that is, procedures
that the accused may be entitled to use if he takes the proper
procedural steps and meets the specified requirements set forth in the
pertinent statutes. 2

1 The three discovery procedures are Deposition,
Motion for Discovery, and the Pretrial Hearing.2 7

24. TEX. PEN. CODE ANN. art. 9 (1952).
25. See Goldstein, The State and the Accused: Balance of Advantage in Criminal

Procedure, 69 YALE L.J. 1149, 1193 (1960). In Cloud v. State, 150 Tex. Crim. 458, 202 S.W.2d
846 (1947), the court stated: "The presumption of innocence that surrounds every accused person
means an assumption which prevails as the judgment of the law until the contrary is proven."
Id. at 462, 202 S.W.2d at 848. See also In re Di Joseph's Petition, 394 Pa. 19, 145 A.2d 187,
190 (1958) (Musmanno J., concurring opinion).

26. For the scope of discovery and the problems presented prior to the adoption of the
present code, see Comment, Discovery in Criminal Cases: The Problem in Texas, I HOUSTON L.
Rav. 158 (1963). A detailed analysis of the changes made by the new code is found in Comment,
The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, 44 TEXAS L. REV. 983, 100-05 (1966).

27. For the most complete and scholarly treatment of the whole area of discovery in
criminal cases, see Louisell, Criminal Discovery: Dilemma Real or Apparent?, 49 CALIF. L. REV.

56(1961).
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A. Depositions

Texas is a pioneer in the field of providing for the taking of
depositions in criminal cases; nevertheless, the deposition practice has
been virtually unused. There are several reasons for this:

1. The state has never been given authority to take depositions
in criminal cases, except under the constitutional provision for
depositions in antitrust cases."

2. The deposition practice that has heretofore been available to
the defendant provided only for the written deposition. Although this
procedure was better than nothing, it left much to be desired. In
addition, the cost of a deposition, at least in the case of an indigent
defendant, made this procedure virtually unavailable.

3. Article 1, section 10, of the Texas Constitution states that the
defendant is entitled to be "confronted by the witnesses against him."
Early cases held that this required that the witnesses be present in court
for the trier of facts to observe, and for the defendant to cross-
examine. 9 The court of criminal appeals later overruled these cases and
held that the confrontation requirement is met if the accused is given
the opportunity for cross-examination in a formal procedure even
though the written testimony, rather than the witness, is thereafter used
at the trial?0 While the criminal appeals decisions involved testimony
at a preliminary hearing and at a prior trial, the principle is also
applicable to depositions. Therefore, this constitutional roadblock to
the use of depositions was removed. Of course, due process requires
that the defendant have counsel to represent him at the time the
deposition is being taken?'

4. The theory has been that success in the trial of a criminal case
is based on secrecy and surprise.

1. The Examining Trial Depositions

"a. Actual Depositions

Careful examination of the new code reveals that there are three
kinds of proceedings that bear the name "deposition." Two are found
in article 39.01 entitled "In examining trial," and these two different

28. TEX. CONST. art. 1, § 10; TEX. REV. CIv. STAT. ANN. arts. 7441-45 (1960).
29. Kemper v. State, 63 Tex. Crim. 1, 138 S.W. 1025 (1911); Cline v. State, 36 Tex. Crim.

320, 36 S.W. 1099 (1896).
30. Robertson v. State, 63 Tex. Crim. 216, 142 S.W. 533 (1912); Porch v. State, 51 Tex.

Crim. 7, 99 S.W. 1122 (1907).
31. Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400 (1965).
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depositions are, or may be, a part of this preliminary hearing.12 If the
defendant desires, he may have the deposition of any witness taken
before the magistrate as part of the examining trial. However, article
39.01 states that the defendant "shall not use the deposition for any
purpose unless he first consent that the entire evidence or statement of
the witness may be used against him by the State on the trial of the
case, subject to all legal objections." This was article 734 of the old
code. The provision is a puzzling one. It does not state that the
defendant cannot take the deposition of the witness, but only that he
shall not use it for any purpose, unless he gives the requisite consent.
Now if he can take the deposition without giving this consent, then he
can certainly use it for discovery -for obtaining information from the
witnesses-and there is no way to preclude this use by the defendant.
The most reasonable construction of this language is that it provides
for the taking of the deposition by the defendant even though he does
notconsent to its use by the state, but that in the absence of such
consent the defendant cannot use the deposition as evidence in any
hearing, including the examining trial and the trial on the merits. This
consent requirement certainly reduces the value of this kind of
deposition, but as long as it can be used for discovery, or with consent,
it is not useless to the defendant.

b. Testimony

The third sentence of article 39.01 gives rise to the second kind of
"deposition" that may take place in an examining trial, and it really
is not a deposition at all. The sentence, taken largely from article 750
of the old code, is as follows:

The deposition of a witness duly taken before an examining trial or
a jury of inquest and reduced to writing and certified according to law
where the defendant was present when such testimony was taken, and
had the privilege afforded of cross-examining the witness, or taken at
any prior trial of the defendant for the same offense, may be used by
either the State or the defendant in the trial of such defendant's
criminal case under the following circumstances: [if the witness resides
out of state, has died, has moved out of state, is prevented from
attending by the act of the other party, or is too old or infirm to
attend].

32. For an excellent discussion of the examining trial, see Semaan, Rail, Examining Trials,
Magistrate Justice and Corporation Courts, Right to Counsel in Magistrate Courts, 29 TEx. B.J.
245 (1966).

[Vol. 1: 183
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The term deposition as used in this sentence must be construed to
mean testimony, for the following reasons:

1. There is no provision for the taking of depositions as part of
a jury of inquest, but there is a provision for taking testimony. 3

2. The authorization for use of a deposition "taken at any prior
trial of the defendant for the same offense" makes sense only if the
term deposition means testimony. Depositions are not taken at a trial
on the merits.

3. This language was taken from article 750 of the old code, the
title of which was "Reproducing testimony."

4. Although one early case states that "deposition" as used in
this sentence really means deposition,34 another early case holds that
the term must be construed to mean "evidence or testimony. 13 5 Vore
important, the modern cases are numerous in which testimony at an
examining trial, at an inquest, or at a prior trial on the merits has been
allowed to be used in the main trial when the proper foundation for
the use of the written testimony has been laid. The authority cited for
its use is always article 750.36 One of the most recent examples is the
case of Pointer v. State.37

In the Pointer case the issue was whether the testimony of the
state's witness (the victim of an alleged robbery) taken at an examining
trial could be used at the trial on the merits. This testimony obviously
fails to meet the requirements of an examining trial deposition. This
was not a witness called to depose by the defendant. However, the
parties and the court all accepted without dispute the proposition that
this testimony fell within the term "deposition" as used in article 750,
and now used in the third sentence of article 39.01.

The Pointer case was reversed by the Supreme Court of the United
States on the sound basis that, if testimony at an examining trial is to
be used at the trial on the merits, due process requires that the
defendant be allowed to obtain, or if indigent be provided with, an
attorney so that the right of confrontation- of cross-examination-can
be meaningfully exercised.38

In summation, article 39.01 provides for a deposition as part of
the examining trial, but it also provides for the use in certain instances

33. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 49.10 (1966).
34. Cline v. State, 36 Tex. Crim. 320, 36 S.W. 1099 (1896).
35. Kerry v. State, 17 Te,. Ct. App. 178 (1884).
36. See TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 750, annotations (1941), (Supp. 1965).
37. 375 S.W.2d 293 (Tex. Crim. App. 1963).
38. Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400 (1965).
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of testimony adduced at an examining trial, at an inquest, or at a prior
trial, and calls this the "deposition of a witness" also.

2. The Regular Deposition

Several important changes made by the new code affect the regular
deposition practice. The code now provides that the defendant may
take either a written or an oral deposition.39 This change should greatly
enhance the attractiveness of this procedure.

The mechanics are not complicated. The defendant must file an
application and an affidavit stating the facts necessary to constitute
"good reason" for taking the deposition.40 Notice must be given to the
state, and if the application is timely41 the court must hold a hearing
to determine whether authority to take the deposition should be
granted.42 If the court orders the deposition, the type (oral or written),
the name of the person authorized to take the deposition, and the time
and the place shall be specified.4" The persons who are empowered to
take depositions in a criminal case are the district judge, district clerk,
county judge, county clerk, and a notary public.44 (The old code
required that the deposition be taken before two or more of the named
officers.) In most instances a court reporter who is also a notary public
will probably be used. The Texas rules of civil procedure are made
applicable insofar as the manner, form, objections, and return of the
deposition are concerned.4" By agreement any of the formalities except
the oath may be waived. 6 Special provisions for taking the depositions

39. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.03 (1966).
40. In Martin v. State, 422 S.W.2d 731 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967), the trial court's refusal

to require the state to answer interrogatories was upheld since defendant had not attached an
affidavit "stating the facts necessary to constitute a good reason," as required by statute. Other
recent cases reveal that some defense attorneys have not done their homework with regard to the
deposition requirements. In Barbee v. State, 432 S.W.2d 78 (Tex. Crim. App. 1968), cert. denied,
395 U.S. 924 (1969), the court held there was no error committed by the trial court in quashing
subpoenas for witnesses to appear for depositions since the subpoenas had been issued without a
hearing or order of court authorizing the depositions, and in Fleming v. State, 423 S.W.2d 309
(Tex. Crim. App. 1968), the court held that there was no error in the trial court's refusal of a
request to take a deposition where the requirements of article 39.02 had not been followed.

41. In Langston v. State, 416 S.W.2d 821 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967), the court held that the
trial judge did not abuse his discretion in refusing to hold a hearing on defendant's application
to take the deposition of the state's witnesses. The application was made 3 days before trial,
defendant had had an attorney for 2 months, and the cause had been passed on two prior
occasions. The decision is sound. Undue delay, without good grounds therefor, can furnish an
adequate basis for denying the use of discovery procedures.

42. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.02 (1966).
43. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.03 (1966), as amended, (Supp. 1968).
44. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.03 (1966).
45. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. arts. 39.04-06, 39.10 (1966).
46. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.11 (1966).
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of out-of-state witness are made. 7 Failure of a witness to respond to
the subpoena is punishable by contempt.' The same limitations on use
at trial as were provided for the examining trial depositions, limitations
based on some type of unavailability of the witness, are found here
also. 9

The critical issue is "What is good reason?"-a test that was in
the old code as well as being in the new one. The requirements of the
old code that the deposition could be taken if the witness was "aged
or infirm,"50 and that the affidavit of defendant must state "that he
has no other witness whose attendance on the trial can be procured,
by whom he can prove the facts he desires to establish by the
deposition"'" are not found in the new code. Under the old code these
provisions could have been construed as defining "good reason," but
there was so little use of the deposition practice that the issue never
reached the court of criminal appeals.

The whole thrust of the new code with regard to changes and
additions to the means of discovery is to enlarge and liberalize these
procedures. 2 The removal of the limiting language indicates that
"good reason" may include more reasons than just to preserve the
testimony of the aged or infirm or to obtain the testimony of an absent
witness who is the only one by whom the defendant can prove certain
facts. These remain "good reasons," but just the need to obtain
information for aid in preparation for trial should also be "good
reason." The fact that an alleged eyewitness refuses to talk to the
defendant's lawyer, or the fact that the defendant needs more
information about the alleged crime in order to prepare his defense and
therefore desires to take the deposition of the investigating officer,
should provide "good reason." The trial court has discretion to grant
or deny the application, but this is not an unbridled discretion. The
needs of the defendant, as buttressed by due process and the
presumption of innocence, are limitations on his discretion. The key to
the value of this deposition provision is how the courts will construe
"good reason." The decisions construing "good cause" as used in
Rule 167 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure and Rule 34 of the

47. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.09 (1966).
48. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.03 (1966).
49. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 39.12 (1966).
50. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 735 (1941).
51. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 741 (1941).
52. See Comment, The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, supra note 26.
53. In State v. Mahoney, 122 Vt. 456, 176 A.2d 747 (1961), .the court held that the grant

of general authority to the defendant to take depositions included depositions of police officers.
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Federal Rules of Civil Procedure should be persuasive here, and in
general they support a broad construction of the term.

The impact of the fourteenth amendment's equal protection
requirement as it affects the deposition practice should not be
overlooked. If the defendant is entitled to take the deposition, but has
no money for this purpose, the equal protection issue is raised. At least
a part of the answer is found in article 26.05, section l(d), which
provides that the appointed counsel for an indigent defendant shall be
paid from the general fund of the county "For expenses incurred for
purposes of investigation and expert testimony, not more than
$250.00." 51 This section should be construed to include the cost of
depositions within the potential $250 grant of expenses for
investigation.5 The problems of implementing article 26.05 are beyond
the scope of this paper,56 but- a failure to implement it will give rise to
constitutional equal protection issues.

3. The Subpoena Duces Tecum

One unanswered question is whether the subpoena duces tecum is
available in conjunction with the deposition. There is no specific grant
of authority for its use. If it is available, the basis is probably one of
the following lines of reasoning:

1. Article 39.04 provides that the rules prescribed in civil cases
for "taking the depositions of witnesses .. .govern . ..when not in
conflict with this Code." The subpoena duces tecum is not found in a
separate rule in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure but is found in Rule
202, one of the rules pertaining to the taking of depositions of witnesses
in civil cases.

2. The other argument is that article 1.27 states that if the code
"fails to provide a rule of procedure . . . the rules of the common law
shall be applied and govern." In Sears, Roebuck & Company v.
Hollingsworth,57 the Supreme Court of Texas recognized the use of the
subpoena duces tecum in conjunction with a deposition although at
that time there was no rule providing for its use. Therefore, it is
available as a Texas common law procedure.

The subpoena duces tecum should be available for use in
conjunction with the deposition, but its availability under the code is,
at best, doubtful. Circumstances can easily be imagined where prior to

54. TEx. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 26.05, § 1(d) (Supp. 1969-1970).
55. See note 21 supra.
56. See Comment, The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, supra note 26, at 990.
57. 156 Tex. 176, 293 S.W.2d 639 (1956).
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trial the defendant needs to have his expert examine an item of evidence
that is in the hands of a private party (and article 39.14, which
authorizes some discovery by the defendant, may encourage the leaving
of items in the hands of a private party instead of the prosecutor taking
the items into his possession). Discovery under article 39.14 is not
available in the above hypothetical case since the article applies only
to items in the control of the state and its agencies. Lack of a procedure
for obtaining such items can result in a miscarriage of justice and raise
a serious constitutional issue. The code should be amended to make
clear that the subpoena duces tecum is available. At the time of such
an amendment I would also recommend that the code be amended to
allow the state to take depositions in criminal cases. The privilege
against self-incrimination would preclude the state's use with regard to
the defendant, but there are many other circumstances in which this
valuable procedural tool should be made available to the state. 58

B. Motion for Discovery

One of the many commendable improvements found in the new
code is article 39.14-Discovery. 59 This article empowers the defendant
to obtain discovery from the state in certain instances, and thereby
provides a tool to the defendant that the court of criminal appeals has
pointedly stated he should have, at least with regard to his confession. 0

Not all courts and authorities are in agreement on the proposition that
more discovery for a defendant is desirable in a criminal case. In State
v. Tune" Chief Justice Vanderbilt of New Jersey ably presented the
case for a denial of discovery to defendants in criminal cases. He based
his decision on a fear of perjury, manufactured evidence, frightened
state's witnesses, and disappearing witnesses. However, the later case
of State v. Johnson"2 authorized some discovery, and many of the
reasons given in Tune were repudiated by the same court. In State v.
Cook63 discovery by the defendant was further enlarged by the New
Jersey Supreme Court.

58. For a listing of states that now authorize the state to take depositions in criminal cases,
at least in some circumstances, see 5 WIGMORE, A TREATISE ON EVIDENCE § 1398 (3d ed. 1940,
Supp. 1964).

59. For a very helpful article, see Tessmer, Discovery in Texas Criminal Cases, 28 TEX.

B.J. 855 (1965). However, I disagree with the author's conclusion that discovery should not be
available under article 39.14 if the prosecution does not intend to use the evidence. The statute
provides no specific limitation of this kind, and this may be the very kind of evidence that would
be of most value to the accused.

60. Smith v. State, 156 Tex. Crim. 253, 240 S.W.2d 783 (1951).
61. 13 N.J. 203, 98 A.2d 881 (1953).
62. 28 N.J. 133, 145 A.2d 313 (1958).
63. 43 N.J. 560, 206 A.2d 359 (1965).
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Article 39.14 is obviously patterned after Rule 167 of the Texas
Rules of Civil Procedure; the decisions under Rule 167, and under Rule
34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, should be of aid in
construing this new statute. The following are the important elements
of article 39.14:

1. The defendant must file a motion in which he alleges good
cause for discovery.

2. The court then sets a hearing on the motion, and the initial
burden of proof is on the defendant.

3. The motion may be made before or during trial of the
criminal action.

4. The motion presents a demand that the state be ordered to
produce and permit the inspection and copying or photographing of
designated documents, papers, written statement of the defendant,
books, accounts, letters, photographs, objects, or tangible things not
privileged.

5. The thing or things demanded must constitute or contain
evidence material to any matter involved in the action.

6. The thing or things demanded must be in the possession,
custody, or control of the state or any of its agencies.

7. The following things are not subject to discovery under this
statute:

a. Written statements of witnesses (thus making clear that this
provision is not a "Jencks Rule" provision, which requires the
production of statements of witnesses who testify);"

b. The work product of the state's lawyer and investigators;
c. Written communications between the state or any of its

agents or representatives or employees.
8. If the motion is granted, the order shall specify the time,

place, and manner of inspecting, copying, or photographing; provided,
however, that the evidence must remain in the possession of the state,
and that the inspection shall be in the presence of a representative of
the state.

Several observations are in order. First, the defendant must show
"good cause" for obtaining discovery of the designated thing. "Good
cause" in this context pertains to the reason for wanting the thing. On
the basis of the statutory language, the court of criminal appeals has
listed four additional factors that must be established: (1) that the

64. 18 U.S.C. § 3500 (1964); Orfield, Discovery During Trial in Federal Criminal Cases:
The Jencks Act, 18 Sw. L.J. 212 (1964).
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evidence is material to the defense, (2) that the evidence is
nonprivileged, (3) that the request is reasonable, and (4) that the items
demanded are in the possession of the state or its agencies." The court
has twice asserted that the defendant has the burden of proof on all of
the above factors," although the burden issue was not the specific
dispute before the court in either case. The statute clearly places the
burden of proving "good cause" on the defendant, and the language
"not privileged" also appears to place this burden of proof on
defendant. However, the statutory language does not specifically
allocate the burden on the other three factors. Logic dictates that the
defendant also be assessed the burden on materiality and
reasonableness, but if defendant carriers his burden on all of these
items, the burden of proof on "possession, custody and control"
should be on the state. After all, the evidence on this issue is readily
available to the state, not to the defendant. For the defendant to be
denied discovery of an item in control of the state because the
defendant could not prove that it was in the state's control would be a
miscarriage of the discovery procedure. To place this burden on the
defendant raises serious questions of fairness and due process.

The court has neither defined nor given examples of "good
cause." However, a showing by the defendant that the item is or
contains evidence not otherwise available to him, and that in the proper
preparation or presentation of his case he needs to have advance
knowledge of this item, should make out "good cause." 7 Here again
the test of the needs of an innocent accused is applicable.

Next, this discovery tool does not allow a fishing expedition into
the state's files. The thing wanted must be designated, and this means
that it must be sufficiently described so that a reasonably intelligent
person can identify it from the description. "The bullet fired from the

65. Sonderup v. State, 418 S.W.2d 807 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967). See generally Comment,
The "Good Cause" Requirements of/Kansas] Rule 234, 4 WASHBURN L.J. 325 (1965), wherein
"good cause" is examined in light of the cases interpreting FEE. R. Civ. P. 34; Note, 17 BAYLOR

L. REV. 451 (1965).
66. Bryant v. State, 423 S.W.2d 320 (Tex. Crim. App. 1968); Sonderup v. State, 418

S.W.2d 807 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967).
67. In Butler v. State, 429 S.W.2d 497 (Tex. Crim. App. 1968), a motion for discovery of

grand jury minutes, and a motion to take a deposition, were denied by the trial court. At trial
the judge required the state to make certain grand jury testimony available to defendant. The
court of criminal appeals affirmed the trial court's action, stating that such action was in
"substantial compliance with Arts. 39.02 and 39.14." Id. at 501. With regard to availability of
the grand jury testimony for use by defendant in cross-examination, the court was correct.
However, one of the important facets of discovery is to aid in trial preparation, and certainly the
trial court's action totally defeated that important function of discovery.
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alleged murder weapon" should be sufficient, as would be a demand
for "all the defendant's confessions obtained in the investigation of this
case." On the other hand, a demand for "all of the evidence which
links defendant to this alleged crime" will fail on the basis of being
too general.68 However, such a general demand may be sufficient to
require the state to produce the items that fall within the scope of
Brady v. Maryland.9 Finally, discovery under article 39.14 does not
turn on whether the evidence is favorable or unfavorable to the
defendant. "Good cause" obviously should encompass items needed to
establish a defense, but should also include items unfavorable to the
defense if more knowledge about such items is needed in order
adequately to present a defense for the presumably innocent defendant.

This statute provides for the discovery of evidentiary things only.
A list of eyewitnesses jotted down at the scene of the crime by one
eyewitness and turned over to the state's attorney is not of itself
evidence and is not with the scope of article 39.14.0

The written statements of witnesses cannot be discovered either
prior to or during trial under this provision. Does this overrule the
consistent line of holdings by the court of criminal appeals that, if a
statement is used by a witness at trial to refresh his memory, the
defendant is entitled to see it?7 Similarly, the written communications
of state agents and employees are not discoverable under article 39.14,
either before or during trial. Does this article have the effect of
overruling the line of decisions holding that the trial court may, in its
discretion, order the production of a statement or report made by a
police officer witness (an agent of the state) for defendant's inspection
even though the statement or report was not used by the witness at
trial?72

The answer is an emphatic "No" in each instance. The purpose
of this statute is to expand discovery, to give the defendant another,
and needed, means of obtaining an opportunity to inspect, examine,
and copy important items of evidence. It would be a most cruel hoax

68. In Sonderup v. State, 418 S.W.2d 807 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967), a demand for the
production of "all statements, documents and evidence now in the possession of police officers
or the District Attorney of Nueces County" was held to be too broad to be effective under article
39.14.

69. Discussed under heading "The Constitutional Dimensions of Discovery in Criminal
Cases" supra.

70. See Exparte Ladon, 160 Tex. 7, 325 S.W.2d 121 (1959).
71. Walton v. State, 386 S.W.2d 805 (Tex. Crim. App. 1965), and cases therein cited.
72. Young v. State, 398 S.W.2d 572 (Tex. Crim. App. 1965); Gaskin v. State, 172 Tex.

Crim. 7,353 S.W.2d 467 (1961).
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on defendants if it were to be held that the passage of this discovery
article had the effect of taking from a defendant his already established
rights of discovery during trial.

While not squarely settling this question, the court of criminal
appeals has made its position clear. In Martinez v. State73 a demand
was made for the offense report of the officer who testified at trial. The
trial court's denial was affirmed in the following language: "Since
there is nothing in the record to indicate that the officer used an offense
report to refresh his recollection either prior to or during trial, we find
no error in the refusal of the trial court to make the report available
to appellant's counsel. Art. 39.14 V.A.C.C.P.; Young v. State, Tex.
Cr. App., 398 S.W.2d 572, and cases there cited." The cited authorities
make the court's position clear. The demand was not proper under
article 39.14 since this was an investigation report. The demand was
not proper under Young v. State and like cases since there was nothing
to show that the report has been used to refresh the officer's memory,
either pior to or during trial. However, the court clearly recognized that
the principle of the Young case had not been superseded by the
adoption of article 39.14. Again in McDuff v. State74 the court took
the same position. The alleged error was the trial court's refusal to
order the state to make available at pretrial hearing the testimony of
the state's witnesses before the grand jury. The court's discussion
ranged beyond this issue:

It should be noted at the outset that at the pre-trial hearing
appellant was furnished a complete copy of his co-defendant's
confession as well as a copy of his co-defendant's testimony adduced
during the examining trial and that both instruments were used by
appellant's counsel during his cross examination of such co-defendant
who testified for the State. No question is raised which would bring
his case under the rule announced by this Court in Gaskin v. State,
353 S.W.2d 467, wherein we discussed fully the "so called Jencks
Rule"' as a rule of procedure in this State. See also Sewell v. State,
Tex. Cr. App., 367 S.W.2d 349. As in Beeler v. State, Tex. Cr. App.,
374 S.W.2d 237, during the course of this trial on the merits, no
request was made for any statement or testimony of any witness for
the purpose of cross examination. Further, as in Young v. State, Tex.
Cr. App., 398 S.W.2d 572, there was no showing that any grand jury
testimony or statements were exhibited in the jury's presence or used
by any witness.
'See also 18 U.S.C.A. § 3500.5

73. 407 S.W.2d 504, 505 (Tex. Crim. App. 1966).
74. 431 S.W.2d 547 (Tex. Crim. App. 1968).
75. Id. at 548.
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The exception of "the work product of counsel in the case and
their investigators and their notes or report" brings with it a whole
series of problems. What is the work product of the lawyer? The great
number of work product decisions, beginning with Hickman v.
Taylor,76 will be of some aid here. However, since the reports and notes
of investigators are also within the exception, this eliminates one
difficult area. There are others. Where do reports made by psychiatrists
at the request of the prosecutor fit in? How about a ballistics report?
The results of a polygraph test, or of a blood or breath test? Are these
reports of investigators or "communications between the State or any
of its agents or representatives or employees"? Does it make a
difference whether the report is made by an expert regularly on the
state payroll as distinguished from a private expert hired in the specific
case?77 Here again due process and the presumption of innocence
should impel the court to construe the exceptions narrowly, but only
time and litigation will produce answers to these questions. Defense
counsel should keep in mind that, even if the demanded item is not
within the scope of article 39.14, some-of the same information may
be available through the deposition practice, and further that in a given
case the article 39.14 limitations may not afford the defendant all that
due process requires under Brady v. Maryland and subsequent cases.
If the latter is the situation, the demand should be made despite the
limitations in the statute.7 8

Another important question to arise out of article 39.14 is: "What
is the penalty for failure of the state to produce the item, if in fact the
state had it at the time of the demand?" There is no specific penalty
in the code article, although for its progenitor, Rule 167 of the Texas
Rules of Civil Procedure, there is provided a whole series of penalties
ranging from contempt to dismissal of the action. 7 Nevertheless, there
are penalties available in a criminal case:

76. 329 U.S. 495 (1947). See 2A BARRON & HOLTZOFF, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE §§ 652.1-.2 (rev. C. Wright 1961), and articles and cases therein cited. For an
excellent analysis of the problems created by the "work product" concept in criminal cases, and
some suggested approaches to their solution, see Note, "Work Produci" in Criminal Discovery,
1966 WASH. U.L.Q. 321.

77. The author of Note, 17 BAYLOR L. REV. 451 (1965), takes the position that these kinds
of items are discoverable from the state if the information is factual as distinguished from
opinional. As an original matter, this may be a reasonable basis for a limitation on discovery,
but it does not appear to be the basis of the limitations in article 39.14.

78. The author of a recent comment suggested that article 39.14 should be amended to give
it the scope of the proposed 1964 amendment to Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Comment, Texas Criminal Discovery, 47 TEXAS L. REV. 1182, 1193 (1969).

79. TEX. R. Civ. P. 170.
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1. Almost surely contempt is available. The Supreme Court of
Texas has held that contempt is available to the trial court as a means
of enforcing a civil discovery order even though no penalty is prescribed
by rule."" There is no reason to suppose that the court of criminal
appeals will hold to the contrary.

2. Another possible remedy is for the trial court to deny the use
of the evidence to the state if the state refuses to make discovery. This
is somewhat more doubtful than contempt as an inherent remedy and
in any event is effective only as to evidence favorable to the state. There
is a hint in Martin v. State"' that this remedy may be available for use
by trial judges. In Martin the defendant did not follow the required
procedures in attempting to serve written interrogatories on the state.
In upholding the trial court, the court of criminal appeals stated:

[F]here was no error in the trial court's refusal to order the state to
answer the same or by subsequently admitting evidence at the time
of trial on matters contained in said interrogatories.8

3. The third, and probably the most effective, remedy is that an
erroneous denial of discovery may necessitate the granting of a new
trial. The penalty of reversal of the conviction, as in Brady v.
Maryland3 and Ashley v. Texas, 4 is a proper one to impose for the
state's failure to produce properly demanded evidence which it has in
its possession or control.15

One more thought about discovery. Should the discovery statute
be amended so that the state would be entitled to discovery from the
defendant? Would it mean anything, or does the defendant's
constitutional protection against self-incrimination nullify any possible
use of discovery against him? Mr. Justice Traynor, writing for the
majority of the California Supreme Court in the case of Jones v.
Superior Court,"0 held that the state was entitled to discovery against
the defendant, but he limited the discovery to evidence that the

80. Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Hollingsworth, 156 Tex. 176, 293 S.W. 2d 639 (1956).
81. 422 S.W.2d 731 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967).
82. Id. at 733 (emphasis added).
83. 373 U.S. 83 (1963), cited notes 5-6 supra.
84. 319 F.2d 80 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 375 U.S. 931 (1963), cited note 7 supra.
85. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 40.03(5) (1966) provides that a new trial shall be granted

"where any written evidence, tending to establish the innocence of the defendant, has been
intentionally destroyed or removed so that it could not be produced upon the trial," thereby
recognizing one facet of this same problem and specifically providing relief to the defendant.

86. 58 Cal. 2d 56, 372 P.2d 919, 22 Cal. Rptr. 879 (1962).
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defendant intended to use at trial.8 7 The rationale is that the defendant
waives any possible self-incrimination protection when he produces the
evidence at trial, and that this discovery merely advances the time of
his waiver so that the state may properly prepare its case. The
argument has appeal, but I am bothered by the fact that, if the
defendant does not have to make his decision as to what evidence he
will produce until the trial is in fact underway, it may be quite different
from the decision he makes if he is forced to make it prior to trial.
Therefore, although my basic philosophy is one favoring discovery, I
oppose it for the state in this instance because I see a constitutional
infringement in the procedure. 8

This section should not be concluded without pointing out that the
state does in fact have many available avenues of discovery. The
original investigation of the crime by the police, the grand jury
investigation and hearing, the interrogation of the defendant, the
confession of the defendant, the search warrant, blood tests, and other
procedures give the state a very large arsenal of effective discovery
tools. 9 Therefore, it is inaccurate to assert that the state is without
means of discovery.

Methods of challenging the granting or denying of discovery are
the following:

1. Appeal

Although there are no cases squarely in point, the Texas decisions
point to a holding by the court of criminal appeals that, if the trial
court erroneously denies the defendant the right to take a deposition
or obtain discovery, this may afford a basis for reversal on appeal after
a judgment of conviction. 0 The defendant should make a record of

87. This same theory is written into the 1966 amendment of Rule 16 of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure. The district court may condition discovery by defendant upon the
requirement that he reciprocate by permitting the government to discover "scientific or medical
reports, books, papers, documents, tangible objects . . . which the defendant intends to produce
at the trial .... " FED. R. CRIM. P. 16(c). The Advisory Committee's Note envisions discovery
by the government as an extraordinary practice. Koplovitz, New Amendments to the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, 2 CRIM. L. BULL., May 1966, at 3.

88. Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice Douglas have also indicated doubts on this issue, in
their dissent in transmittal of the Amended Rules to Congress, 39 F.R.D. 69, 272, 276 (1966).
See also Smith & McCollom, Counterdiscovery in Criminal Cases: Fifth Amendment Privileges
Abridged, 54 A.B.A.J. 256 (1968).

89. E.g., Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966) (blood sample from drunk driving
suspect); Lanford v. People, 159 Colo. 36, 409 P.2d 829 (1966) (motion pictures of an alleged
drunk); see Goldstein, The State and the Accused: Balance of Advantage in Criminal Procedure,
69 YALE L.J. 1149 (1960).

90. Bedford v. State, 91 Tex. Crim. 285, 238 S.W. 224 (1922); Barton v. State, 86 Tex.
Crim. 198, 215 S.W. 968 (1919).
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what he expected to obtain through the procedure in issue,9' but it is
possible that an arbitrary denial will itself furnish the basis for
reversal. 92 In addition, the erroneous refusal to allow discovery may
involve a denial of due process of law, thereby requiring a new trial
under the holding in Brady v. Maryland.13 This method of challenge is
of no value to the state since it has no right of appeal in criminal
cases.

4

2. Mandamus and Habeas Corpus

The Supreme Court of Texas has held that the granting of
discovery is subject to control by mandamus if the trial court acted in
an arbitrary manner. However, the court of criminal appeals has no
mandamus power except to protect its own jurisdiction." Is it possible
that a trial judge's order for discovery, for example, of the prosecutor's
notes relating to his own personal reaction to the state's case (including
some reactions favorable to the accused) could be overturned by
mandamus? The argument would have to be that the error of the trial
judge was so clear, and that revealing the notes would be so likely to
result in an acquittal, that mandamus must issue to protect the court's
jurisdiction. The chances of success are not great.

There is the slight possibility that either the state or the defendant
might, as the consequence of a completely erroneous discovery order
in a criminal case, obtain a writ of mandamus from the Supreme Court
of Texas. In State v. Olsen 7 the supreme court exercised mandamus
authority over a trial judge who had held a separate trial on insanity
in a criminal case. The trial judge's order was set aside because void
for lack of jurisdiction to entertain such a proceeding, and he was
directed to proceed with the criminal trial. The likelihood of obtaining

91. Gaskin v. State, 172 Tex. Crim. 7, 353 S.W.2d 467 (1961).
92. Walton v. State, 386 S.W.2d 807 (Tex. Crim. App. 1965).
93. 373 U.S. 83 (1963), discussed supra. In Means v. State, 429 S.W.2d 490 (Tex. Crim.

App. 1968), the court of criminal appeals made clear that it would reverse in an appropriate case.
94. The state should have a limited right of appeal in criminal cases. I am convinced that

many times trial judges decide hotly contested procedural issues in favor of the state for the logical
reason that if the decision is in error the defendant may be able to get it reversed, while the state
has no equivalent opportunity to get trial court errors corrected. A limited right of appeal would
remove the need for this to be a factor in deciding such issues.

95. Crane v. Tunks, 160 Tex. 182, 328 S.W.2d 434 (1959). One of the leading cases
recognizing the use of mandamus to enforce discovery in a criminal case is Walker v. Superior
Court, 155 Cal. App. 2d 134, 317 P.2d 130 (1957).

96. Ex parte Rubison, 170 Tex. Crim. 314, 340 S.W.2d 815 (1960); TEX. CODE CRIM. P.
ANN. art. 4.04 (1966).

97. 360 S.W.2d 398 (Tex. 1962).
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similar relief from the supreme court on a theory of lack of jurisdiction
with regard to a discovery order is slim.98

The method most clearly available to the state for testing
discovery or deposition orders is for the state's attorney, witness, or
agent to refuse to comply with the order, be jailed for contempt, and
test it by habeas corpus. 9 This is known as the human sacrifice
method. There should be a less onerous and more effective method
available to the state.

C. The Pretrial Hearing

The new code provides an innovation for some trial judges but for
others just gives statutory authority for a procedure already in use -the
pretial hearing. 00 Article 28.01 states that prior to a setting on the
merits the court may set any criminal case for a pretrial hearing.

The statute provides that the defendant shall have 5 days notice
of the time and place of the pretrial hearing. However, a pretrial
hearing is not mandatory. 0' Although section 1(1) of article 28.01

98. However, in Hogan v. Turland, 428 S.W.2d 316 (Tex. 1968), the Supreme Court of
Texas held that the court of civil appeals had jurisdiction of appeal of mandamus action filed in
county court to require the justice of the peace to accept notice of appeal and appeal bond in a
misdemeanor conviction case. In Hogan v. Turland, 430 S.W.2d 720 (Tex. Civ. App.-Austin
1968, no writ), the mandamus was granted.

The opinion in Smith v. State, 409 S.W.2d 408 (Tex. Crim. App. 1966), cert. denied, 389
U.S. 822 (1967), makes reference to the fact that defendant's attorney had unsuccessfully
attempted to obtain a mandamus order from a civil court ordering the district attorney and police
chief to open their investigative files to him under a "public records" ordinance. The attempt is
ingenious but is one not likely to succeed in any court.

99. Exparte Miller, 91 Tex. Crim. 607, 240 S.W. 944 (1922).
100. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 28.01 (1966). In Means v. State, 429 S.W.2d 490 (Tex.

Crim. App. 1968), the court makes reference to the fact that the prosecutor voluntarily made his
file available to the defendant's attorney, a type of pretrial discovery.

101. In Bosley v. State, 414 S.W.2d 468, 470 (Tex. Crim. App.), cert. denied, 389 U.S.
876 (1967), the court upheld the lower court's refusal to consider defendant's pretrial motion to
suppress evidence which was made prior to trial on the date set for trial. The court stated:

In declining to hear such motion, the trial judge clearly indicated to appellant that he
could make any appropriate objection at the time the evidence sought to be suppressed
was tendered on the trial on the merits. Nothing in Article 28.01, Vernon's Ann.
C.C.P., or elsewhere in the Code of Criminal Procedure would have required the court
to have heard the said motion to suppress. This article permits the trial judge, within
his discretion, after five days notice to the accused, to set certain motions in limine
and to suppress evidence. This innovation in Texas criminal procedure was designed to
enable the trial judge to dispose of such matters sometime prior to trial to avoid delays
after jurors and witnesses have been summoned. Unlike Rule 41 of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure, Article 28.01 C.C.P., is without detailed provisions for the
procedure or scope of such motions to suppress. There being no specific requirement
that objections to evidence resulting from arrests and searches be raised in pre-trial
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provides that at the pretrial hearing the court may appoint an attorney
to represent the defendant if such be necessary, this is not a
recommended procedure. The appointment of attorney should be made
at least 5 days before the time of the pretrial hearing so that the
defendant, through counsel, has the amount of time specified by statute
to prepare for the hearing. 02 If the appointment of counsel is made at
this late hour, the trial court should postpone the pretrial hearing for
at least 5 days.

There are three basic prerequisites to a proper pretrial hearing:
1. The defendant and his counsel must be present. This hearing

is in fact a part of the trial.
2. A record of the hearing must be made, and it is a part of the

trial record.
3. The first two requirements lead to the third-the pretrial

conference must be held in open court.'03At the pretrial hearing the trial court shall determine such of the
following matters as are presented to him:

1. Arraignment of the defendant, if necessary. 04

2. Pleadings of the defendant.'0

motions to suppress, it is clear that the defendant in Texas courts may still make such
objections at the trial on the merits for the first time ....

On the other hand, in Barbee v. State, 432 S.W.2d 78, 84 (Tex. Crim. App. 1968), cert. denied,
395 U.S. 924 (1969), on the first day of trial the state filed six motions in limine to suppress
certain evidence, which the trial court granted. In affirming the trial court's action, the court of
criminal appeals reasoned as follows:

We find no merit in appellant's contention that Art. 28.01 V.A.C.C.P. prohibits
the filing and granting of motions in limine on behalf of the state at the time and in
the manner as these in question.

While, as pointed out in Bosley v. State, Tex. Cr. App., 414 S.W.2d 468, an
accused is entitled to five days notice under Art. 28.01, supra, of the setting of certain
designated motions for a pre-trial hearing, the court's action in granting the motion in

the instant case without such notice does not call for a reversal of the conviction. Such
action by the court did not deprive appellant of his right to introduce at the trial legal
and competent evidence. Cf. Sonderup v. State, Tex. Cr. App., 418 S.W.2d 807.

While on the surface it might appear from the above cases that in actuality it is the state, not

the defendant, that is entitled to the 5 days notice, such a conclusion is not really warranted. The
pretrial conference is not mandatory, and the trial court has a great deal of discretion and
flexibility in the manner in which he handles pretrial motions.

102. In Farmer v. State, 419 S.W.2d 382 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967), the court held that denial
to appointed counsel of the 10 days time for preparation for trial pursuant to article 26.04(b)
was an error requiring reversal of the conviction. The same ruling will no doubt follow with regard

to the 5 days notice to appointed counsel in order that he may prepare for the pretrial hearing.
103. The statute does not in specific terms require this but the first two requirements make

the third one a necessity.
104. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. arts. 26.01-.06 (1966).
105. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 27.02 (1966).
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3. Special pleas.106

4. Exceptions to form or substance of the indictment or
information. 07

5. Motions for continuance'0 8 and for change of venue' 09 if
grounds exist. These motions may also be made at the time of trial
under appropriate circumstances.

6. Motions to suppress evidence," with a hearing based on
affidavits or oral testimony, if necessary. This can be one of the most
time-saving items from the point of view of jury trial, but it will surely
prove to be one of the most difficult for the trial judge since in many
cases the ultimate outcome of the trial will turn on this decision. The
lack of appeal by the state will no doubt influence the trial judge to
rule in favor of the state when he has doubts about the motion to
suppress."'

7. Article 28.01 does not specifically provide for such other
motions as the motion for severance,"' but the pretrial hearing statute
clearly has the purpose of requiring that all motions that can
appropriately be made before trial be made at this hearing. Section 2
of article 28.01 makes this purpose evident by granting the defendant
5 days after notice of the pretrial hearing in which to file "his motions,
pleadings and exceptions" and by providing that "any such
preliminary matters not raised and filed within the time allowed will
not thereafter be allowed to be raised or filed, except by permission of
the court for good cause shown.1" 3 An important reason for the
pretrial hearing is to fix a time and place at which all preliminary

106. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 27.05 (1966). This article is deceptive; there are
nonspecified pleas such as prior jeopardy, illegally constituted grand jury, and lack of jurisdiction
that are available in addition to the specified pleas.

107. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. arts. 27.08-.09 (1966).
108. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. arts. 29.01-.13 (1966).
109. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. arts. 31.01-.07 (1966).
110. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 38.23 (1966). For discussion of suppression, see 30 TEX.

B.J. 581 (1967). For form of motion to suppress evidence, see Blackwell, Documentation Under
the New Code, 29 TEX. B.J. 243, 298 (1966); Jones, Translating Recent Supreme Court Decisions
into Courtroom Reality, 19 BAYLOR L. REV. 371, 399 (1967).

Ill. Two examples are cited note 101 supra.
112. TEX. CODE CRIM. P. ANN. art. 36.09 (1966).
113. See Bosley v. State, 414 S.W.2d 468 (Tex. Crim. App.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 876

(1967), wherein the trial judge refused to hear a pretrial motion to suppress and instead heard
the motion during the trial. The court approved the trial hearing of the motion to suppress, which
obviously was proper in light of the denial of the pretrial hearing. However, this case does not
hold that if there is a general pretrial hearing the defendant may nevertheless withhold his motion
to suppress until the time of trial. In such an instance the quoted language from article 28.01
would become pertinent.
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matters are to be considered, and thereby to shorten the time of a jury
trial. To the extent that such matters are not so presented, this function
of the pretrial hearing is subverted.

The final agenda item specified in article 28.01 is "Discovery."
The commentary by the State Bar Criminal Code Revision Committee
states: "The details of discovery are spelled out elsewhere in the Code
(see Article 39.14)."'" This can be construed as indicating an intent by
the committee to limit the trial court's inquiry to problems arising out
of article 39.14, the motion for discovery. Article 39.14 is a fruitful
source of dispute, but surely the trial court is empowered to deal with
all kinds of discovery problems at the pretrial hearing. Requests for the
taking of depositions could be considered at this time as well as
requests for authority to use examining trial depositions at trial.
Another aspect of discovery that should be inquired into at the pretrial
conference is the possibility of obtaining stipulations. Article 1.15
provides that stipulations as to guilt on a plea of guilty in a felony case
must be made in writing in open court by the defendant. If the pretrial
hearing takes this turn, then surely these stipulations can be made at
this hearing. Other stipulations, if any can be agreed to, can also
properly be a part of this hearing."'

A broad construction should be given the scope of article 28.01
in keeping with the purposes evidenced in adopting this forward-
looking procedure. The trial judge should have, and should exercise, a
great deal of power to do what is feasible under the circumstances at
the pretrial hearing to facilitate a fair trial or a fair disposition of the
case.

The final action by the trial judge should always be the entering
of a complete pretrial order so that the actions taken and the rulings
made at the pretrial hearing are clear and definite.

CONCLUSION

There are those who will contend that this paper unduly magnifies
the role of discovery in criminal cases, and that it overemphasizes the
constitutional aspects of discovery. However, this author is convinced
that the winds of change are blowing here as elsewhere in the criminal

114. State Bar of Texas, Commentaries on Revisions of Code of Criminal Procedure 5,
Dec. 16, 1964.

115. The judge for the United States District Court, Southern District of California, has
devised a pretrial hearing and discovery session that he calls an "Omnibus Hearing." See
checklist, 4 DEFENDER NEWSLETTER 45 (1967). This is an attempt to give as much information
as possible to each of the parties.

1970]
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process, and that the Texas Legislature has with commendable
foresight provided the basic formal procedures for making criminal
discovery meaningful. The day is gone when any type of discovery
granted to a defendant can be looked upon as largess from the
sovereign, to be given or taken away as a matter of unbridled
discretion.

During the next few years the primary emphasis must be directed
to the understanding use of and compliance with these procedures by
both defense counsel and prosecutors, and to the application of these
new statutes by our courts in a manner consistent with the legislature's
purpose and the demands of constitutionally fair and equal discovery
procedures." 6 Secondary to the need for the understanding use and
application of the present discovery statutes is the need for further
legislation."' The long-range goal should be to provide a system for
administering justice in which both the defendant and the state are
afforded procedures that provide the maximum opportunity, consistent
with constitutional safeguards, for obtaining information and evidence
for use in criminal cases.

116. However, at this point in time the author must acknowledge that the recent appellate
cases presenting discovery issues do not indicate that either the trial courts or the court of criminal
appeals has been greatly sympathetic to the use of these new discovery tools. The cases also reveal
that most defendants' attorneys have not fully understood or adequately presented their cases for
discovery. For a recent example, see Bell v. State, 442 S.W.2d 716 (Tex. Crim. App. 1969).

117. Elsewhere in this paper I have suggested the need for a subpoena duces tecum in
conjunction with the deposition; for authorization to the state to take depositions; and for a
limited right of appeal by the state with regard to certain preliminary matters, including discovery
orders.
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